Sunday - SRM 2.0

- Reduced committee meeting format
- Traditional tours
- Ski tours
- SRM - General Public Workshop at FWS’s Rocky Mountain Arsenal
  - Historic Landscape Perspective of Rangelands
  - Importance of Rangelands
  - The Plant Above and the Life Below
  - Rancher Perspective (the young and the old/restless)
- Children's Program
- Local Food Vendors
Monday - SRM 2.0 - Transformation

- Monday AM - Welcome
- Transformation: White Elephants in the Room: Amalgamating the Art AND Science
- Transformation: Human Decision Making and Rangeland Ecosystems
- 3 Concurrent sessions
  - Each session has 2 speakers for 20 minutes each (total of 40 minutes)
  - Each session has 50 minutes for Five in the Fishbowl interactive discussions to engage audience
- Transformation: Rangelands: Social Ecological Systems
- Transformation: Functional Resource Heterogeneity in Rangeland Ecosystems
- Transformation: Engaging Society in Rangeland Research
- Monday PM Concurrent Sessions and ePosters
- 2:00 to 4:00 Plant ID
- 4:00 to 6:00 ePosters
- 6:00 to 9:00 Trade Show Mixer
Tuesday - SRM 2.0 - Transformation and Translation

• AM - Welcome by Moderator, Student Conclave and YPC Presidents
• HSYF speaker - prior year winner
• SRM Student Success Stories (10 minutes per person)

• 3 Concurrent sessions following the Plenary Theme Transformation AND Translation:
  • What is Success for Undergraduate Students?
  • What is Success for Graduate Students?
  • What is Success for Students in the Federal Government?
  • What is Success for Students in NGO’s and Private?

• PM - Plenary 2 - Transformation Through Student Success
  • Graduate Student Oral Presentations (self-judged)
  • Undergraduate Oral Presentations and Extemp
  • High School Youth Forum Presentations

• ePosters
• Evening - Collaborative Sections/University Gatherings (wear your school colors)
• Dance
Wednesday - SRM 2.0 - Translation

• AM - Welcome by SRM Executive Vice-President (Emphasizing future focus of SRM with translation of science and knowledge to the society and the public)
• Translation: Indigenous Ecological Knowledge
• Translation: Collaborative Conservation
• 3 Concurrent sessions following the Plenary
  • Translation: What do Rural Futures look like?
  • Translation: Media and credible translation
  • Translation: Many Faces of the Landscape (Native American focus)
• PM - Concurrent Sessions and ePosters
• 3 Concurrent SRM member driven topics that are relevant to the Transformation Theme
• URME
• Awards & Taste of the Rockies
Thursday – SRM 2.0 – Hands On Learning

- National Western Complex